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The B-G
News
Wood County's Largest Daily Newspaper

Wednesday, November 15, 1967

Volume 52, No. 34
WEATHER - Windy, cold: 24-30°

Grand Jury

Course Grievances
Go To New Board

Hearing Next
For Hodges

Students with course grievances
may soon be given a channel
through which they can voice their
opinions and complaints.
The Student Academic Affairs
Board of student Council has provided for departmental student
committees, as proposed In a bill
passed by Student Council on Sept.
28.
A student advisory board In
each college will be established,
composed of student representatives from every department,and
will suggest curriculum and advising changes and conduct professor evaluations. The Academic
Affairs Board will direct these
•mailer boards.

NAPOLEON
(AP)- Mark D.
Hodges, 26-year-old Beaverdam
service station manager was bound
over to the Henry County grand
Jury Monday, following a lengthy
eight-hour preliminary hearing at
Napoleon Municipal Court.
Mr. Hodges remains In the custody of Henry County Sheriff John
Casteel under $10,000 bond, and
was taken back to Henry County
Jail yesterday In lieu of the bond.
The Henry County grand Jury
Is not presently In session. County
presecutor Edwin Peper said that
the grand Jury may be called Into
special session to hear a more
detailed account of the case.

The categories of departments
at present number 30, ranging
from accounting to speech and
hearing therapy.
"The Board Is concerned with
the design of curriculum for the
spring semester of the '67-'68
academic year, and also with
courses and professor evaluations for the fall quarter of the
'68-69 academic year," said Phil
Campbell, co-chairman of the
Board.
"This organization of department boards will be on a trial
basis for the tune being," he
said, "And students with complaints can appeal to the depart-

Mr. Hodges Is charged with
shooting Miss Denlse Fortner, 17
a senior at Napoleon High School
on Aug. 4. He is also under a
first - degree murder charge
in Wood County for the murder
of Miss Karen Diane Kern on
Oct. 29.

Riots Shutdown
Central State

"Probable Cause"
Judge oiison told his packed
municipal court that It Is the
"purpose of this hearing to determine probable and reasonable
cause to require the defendant
to be bound over to the grand
Jury.
Prosecutor Peper called two
witnesses; Allen County Sheriff
Edward Fair and Miss Diane Fortner to present the sufficient evidence to require a grand Jury
hearing.
Tnroi<ghout the testimony of witiwsses airi the entire hearing,
Mark Hodges appeared to be calm
and relaxed. At each of the brief
recessed he talked freely and
smiled at those present at the
hearing.
Henry County authorities have
not yet established the date of the
grand Jury hearing.

WILBERFORCE (AP)—Classes
at Central State University, scene
of a wild riot Monday night, were
closed yesterday "for the safety
and welfare of the student body."
University President
Harry
Groves announced the closing, "by
order of the Board of Trustees,"
and asked students to leave the
campus and go to their homes as
soon as possible.
The action came 15 hours after
about 200 National Guardsmen
Joined civilian law enforcement
officers In putting down a destructive disturbance at the school In
southwest Ohio. The rioting caused
Injury to 10 law officers-one had
a broken leg and the arrest of
91 persons.
Classes during the day had been
open, but lightly attended, on the
predominantly Negro university
campus of 2,700 students.

CASTING HIS VOTE . . .
in yesterday's commuter election is John Harder, sophomore in the College of Education.

Commuter Vote
Commuters yesterday elected
two representatives to Student
Council. Elected as off-campus
representatives was Allen Baldwin, Junior In the College of Liberal Arts from Greenbrook, New
Jersey, David Waggoner, Junior
In the College of Education from
Walbrldge, was elected out-oftown representative.

There had been talk of starting the Thanksgiving holiday
early for students. They normally would be released next week
for the holiday. Groves' statement made no mention of the
holiday.
"Students will be advised of the
tune of the reopening of the
school," be said.
The classroom shutdown came
shortly after Chairman John F.
Bustamonte of the university Board
of Trustees announced he had asked
the governor's office to reinforce
the National Guard contingent on
the campus. About 600 guardsmen were either on the campus
or on alert nearby.
A spokesman In the governor's
office said talks with Guard officials Indicated no reinforcements
were needed.

ment boards. If they receive no
response, they then may take them
to the Student Academic Affairs
Board."
"The boards will attempt to
deal with unusual crisis, as well
as normal complaints of students,
such as would even voice their
opinions about promotions of professors.
" An ususual situation would Include the firing of a professor,
who a group of students felt deserved such actions," Campbell
added.
There Is no limit to the number
of members that can be on each
baord. An applicant must be a
full-time student,with a major or
minor In the particular department, and must have the signatures of 10 other students majoring or mlnorlng in the same field.
Mem'oershlp would be one year,
Campbell said.
Applications will be available
in the Student Activities Office
today.
The board will consult with the
departmental boards In compiling
the course and professor evaluations that It hopes to begin in
January and to complete It by
May.
"The Faculty Senate and the
Affairs Board will decide on the
procedure concerning these evaluations," Campbell said. "We
hope to give every student an
opportunity to evaluate every
course and professor he has had,
and then we will compile this
information In booklet form," he
added.
The Affairs Board is presently
working on the course description
that it hopes to have completed by
Monday, Dec. 11, when students
will begin reglstratlng for spring
semester of the '67-68 academic
year.
Professors will be contactedby
Friday about completing the course
description forms,Campbell said.

For Campus Police, All Shifts Are Busy
By JIM MARINO
Staff Writer
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
second of a series on campus
security. The News reporter spent
16 hours on patrol with the police
recently-thls is what happened.)

A UNIVERSITY POLICE DISPATCHER . . .
is R ichard A. Stover, responsible for channeling radio calls to
mob le units.

"Signal 20, Williams Hall. Take
it 702."
With these words from the campus police dispatcher, unit 702 of
University security moves to
answer a complaint, Just one of
the many such calls they'll answer
on the busy 4 p.m. to midnight
shift.
Corporal Roger L. Swope and
Raymond H. Webb responded to
this call, admittedly not knowing
what to expect.
"We'll have to see what's cooking when we get there," said Cpl.
Swope. "The radioman can't waste
time over the air giving us all
the facts."
This time it turned out to be
nothing big. The night maintenance crew at Williams Hall had
noticed a boy and girl in an upstairs room.
"We saw them in there, and
turned the lights on," an angered
cleaning lady stated. "The boy

yelled at us and turned the lights
off again. You'll have to get them
out."
The officers stifled smiles and
assured the woman they'd handle
the situation. By the time they
reached the top floor, the couple
was gone.
"I don't know about college kids
these days," Mr. Swope said.
"They do some strange things."
The corporal reached for his
walkie-talkie and radioed the station to say the signal 20 had been
"secured," or completed.
Some 13,000 students and about
80 University buildings keep
security men like these busy 24
hours a day.
The territory campus police
must cover Is extensive, encompassing 1200 acres with two additional University - owned facilities to cover off campus.
"We check out the Maple Street
Warehouse several times anight,"
said Officer Webb. "I don't see
why people complain about seeing
this car in
town so much."
"We have to watch Steidtman
wildlife Reserve in Portage too,
which is six miles from Bowling
Green," Mr. Webb explained.
While discussing the problems

met In their line of work, Cpl.
Swope suddenly stopped the car,
turned the auto around and
switched on the red emergency
light.
"Did you see that crazy kid
riding a motorbike at this hour
on Wooster Street without any
lights?" Swope asked.
The cruiser started to gain on
the cyclist when the bike turned
right and headed toward E. Court
Street.
"I think he's trying to outrun
me," Swope said and stomped
down hard on the accelerator.
The car cut off the motorbike
In front of the Administration
Bldg., near a stop sign—the police
pulling diagonally toward the curb,
like In the movies.
Grabbing his ticket book, Cpl.
Swope got out of the car to confront the rider.
The corporal's lecture was audible Inside the car, even with the
windows rolled up.
"Listen fella', it's your life,
but you're not the only one who
could get hurt from driving without lights.
What do you think
you're doing?"
(Continued on Page 4)
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Grade Evaluation
Yale recently became another major university to abolish numerical grading at the undergraduate level. Even
though there is no indication that Bowling Green will copy
the Yale plan, the movement away from number grades cannot be ignored.
There are, of course, problems in attempting to use such
a system at a large university. The Yale designations of
fail, pass, high pass and honors might work well for a
homogenous group of students such as attend Yale. But,
obviously, as long as there are no alternative systems for
admittance into graduate schools, there are major pitfalls
of the pass-fail system. The problems that would arise are
too great to be practical.
With mid-term grades approaching, we are reminded that
too often grades become an end in themselves, especially
at large universities such as ours. An effort should be
made to make them more meaningful, when they cannot be
eliminated.
Our present pass-fail system for non-major courses is
the only program we have comparable to Yale's unique
system. The News feels that because of the size and diversity of our campus, Yales grading policy is not applicable here.
Yet, the action by Yale seems to indicate a new trend in
grading policy. In the meantime, however, we should make
our grading system more flexible and responsive to the
student's needs.

Splitting The Interests
While Cambodia's Prince Norodom Sihanouk was taking
Mrs. John F. Kennedy on a tour of the royal palace recently, government controlled newspapers published a
message from the prince wishing the Viet Cong victory
over the Americans in Vietnam.
"Is this any way to run a business?"

What's The U.S. Congress Doing?
When five years ago the U.S.
Congress gave President Kennedy
authority to negotiate tariff cuts
up to 50% with 52 other countries,
the whole free world rejoiced and
proclaimed the legislation as the
most Important economic legislation since the Marshall Plan.
That authority conferred by Congress on the President expired In
June, 1967, Just a few weeks after
the trade negotiations called the
Kennedy Round were successfully
concluded.
And the tariff cuts
agreed upon are scheduled to be
In operation by January, 1968, to
be carried out In stages spread
over another five years.
However, almost as soon as the
Kennedy Round agreement was
signed, a campaign was begun In
the United State son various fronts,
that, If successful on many of them,
would affect almost one third of
the dutiable Imports Into the United States. Not only that - some of
the more general measures which
are being advocated would have
still more widespread effects.

By RAYMOND OLADIPUPO

trade and benefit all countries even the United States Itself! After
all over 5.5 million Americans
depend on exports for their livelihood.

President Johnson has a big
task at hand! He must control these
various moves In Congress or be
prepared to face a large-scale
retaliation from other countries especially those among them who
took part In the five years of
hard negotiating that comprised
the Kennedy Round.

'I Thought We Were Getting A New Model"

if
/rJmjem

The goods to be affected by the
proposed measures are of considerable Importance to International trade and also of substantial
Interest to the economy of many
countries.
Looking closely at the proposed
bills in the U.S. Congress, It seems
that the Congress Is bent on wrecking the Kennedy Round. The House
has already passed a bill calling
on the President to half Imports
from "low-wage countries". The
U.S. Industries being protected
include petroleum, steel, textiles,
beef, lead, zinc, dairy products,
and footwear. "We must protect
the American workers against possible unemployment," the U.S.
Senators claim.
These Senators forget that mutual tariff cuts Increase world

FIFTRCOLUMN
Non Carborundum llligrtimii
By H. P. WYNDHAM
What do I know of myself? I am
born a solitary creature. From
my parents, I begin to get an
Image of myself.
I grow up
finding myself treated as a worthwhile person, or as an Inferior
person. When I am the center of
attention, when the things I do are
approved and applauded, then I
feel confident. When I am ignored
or ridiculed or scolded, I feel unhappy, depressed — I seek for the
reasons that I am disliked. I depend for an Image of myself upon
the people I admire — my peers,
friends, and family — whose approval I desire.
From childhood, this dependence
Is distorted by the fact that although I do not know the feelings
of any of these people, I take
their outer expressions as a clue,
and Imagine what their Inner feelings are from my own view of
myself.
I live in a round world of my
own sensations and needs, considering other people only when
they appear and only as Idealized,
impersonal forces relating to ME
alone.
The first people to be de-hum anlzed by this Imagination of mine
are my parents — the figures
of authority who exist basically
as Judges over me, seldom as
relaxed, fallible contemporaries.
I see them as exalted beings,
superior to me.
It Is not until I become an adult
and leave home that I can look
upon them as fragile, ordinary
people, as sensitive and clumsy In
their own ways as I myself. In
this light I wonder, why did I
struggle against their authority?
-:"^.r...gJitfi>>hti^

Why did I fear punishment, why
did I bask In their approval like
a mortal showered by the sunshine of Apollo? Why did I always feel uncomfortable In my
image of them, as If part of
them were hidden from me? They
have been no more happy In life
than I.
The perspective of age also
destroys the Illusions I built up
around my contemporaries. The
kids In school that I admired and
wished to emulate because of their
athletic ability, their romantic
success, their good looks — the
people to whom I played the role I
thought would extort their approval
and friendship -- these same kids
are now overweight, tired, ordinary adults.
I see In them the same frustrations I thought only I suffered.
They are small now. Narrow
In their problems, plain without
the glamor of Irresponsible youthful conceits. They are aware of
their death.
Why do I care that these people
reflect to me an Image of a person who is neither Important to
them or even known to them?
When they snubbed me, It was because they were concerned with
their own pride and self-image,
not because I was weakor Inferior.
When I speak to people, I know
that their defenses are up, that
they use their reason only to
protect themselves.
By being so concerned with my
own self-protection, I have been
unable to see anyone as a real
person and thus have not loved
except with the hope of receiving
love.

r

Letters From Our Readers

How pleasant It must have been
for those parents visiting here on
Dad's Day and Homecoming weekends to see that their precious
children were much the same as
they like to picture them. At B.G.
there didn't seem to be too many
bearded, sandled misfits sporting
faded field Jackets. How toothy
were the smiles upon meeting
their son's friends, all nattily
attired In those cute frayed Levl's,
saddle shoes and sweaters.
Thank goodness there weren't
any girls In miniskirts around to
divert their son from concentrating on how many pitchers of
"beer" he could drink before be-

Become Significant
coming sick, or any of those
Communists SDS subversives
slinking about to siphon him off
from all those quaint, well-mannered fraternities.
Indeed, thought the parents, we
were very fortunate to find this
Isle of tranqulllty, this oasis of
order In that maelstrom of adolescent rebellion that we all read
about In The Plain Dealer.
B.C.U., you deserve a hearty
round of applause and a taw back
pats for your successful prepara-

The B-G News
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tlon of students for Hie. Students,
you may have your choice of bubble
gum, Baby Ruths or staying up
•111 11:30 tonight for being such
good children.
HEY! When are we going to
stop this nonsense? When are the
students going to become SIGNIFICANT part of this university?
But we are very definitely a part
of B.G. you retort; Just look at
all the Important issues we discuss and decide for ourselves;
Exhibit A: Should 3.2 "beer"
be allowed on campus? - a truly
explosive Issue having direct relevance to the students' education
and the discussion of which benefits him In Innumerable ways.
Exhibit B: Resolved: that B.G.
cannot be a complete university
until it owns an airplane. Certainly an issue about most heads
that Is thereby relegated to the
savants In the Power Tower.
Exhibit C: Resolved: that wornens' dormitory h o u r s are oppressive and unnecessary (this Issue,
curious, finding greatest grassroots support In the male university community.) Alright, alright, alas, I stand convinced, any
student body permitted to ponder
these weighty Issues is more than
a significant part of a university.
well, students, the dissenting
voice Is muffled, staggered, It
returns to chant Hindu vedas and
write esoteric verse within Us
flower strewn limbo. Oh, don't
worry, you are safe In your class
to class, frat party, c.l., library
and laundry date cycle. But next
time you stop following your shadow amongst the C- history
exams and empty Rathskeller cups,
when you face the brilliant illumination of real living, be sure to
gird up your saddle shoes and grab
your black umbrella.
Ed Brown
112 Rodgers
Vi:' 'c'i
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More Letters To The Editor
Has SDS A Broadened Purpose?
Nlldta Krushchev:
"We will
bury youl" Nlklta Khrushchev at
a Polish Communist Party meeting
In Warsaw In April, 1955: "We
must realize that we (the Communist world and the West) cannot coexist eternally, tor a long
time. One of us must go to the
grave. We do not want to go to
the grave. They do not want to go
to the grave either. So what can
be done? We must push them to
their grave."
Americans laughed when former
Senator, Major General Barry
Gold water stated "the only alternative to victory Is - obviously defeat."
Did you know that Communism
does not tolerate freedom of press,
speech, and religion? How many of
you know that Russian Communists
provided arms and munitions to
the United Arab Republic, Syria,
Castro's Cuba, andChe'Guevara's
Bolivian guerillas during recent
outbursts of warfare?
Even John Fitzgerald Kennedy
expressed his dismay during the
1960 Presidential Debates with
Vice-President Richard M. Nixon
as to the laxity of Americans to
the Soviet gains In education and
technology.
"SDS has broadened Its purpose
until It has become an accurate
reflection of the student majority."
Has SDS broadened Its purpose or

Abuse Of A Right
The Right of Dissent Is fundamental In the American system. It
Is guaranteed by the freedom of
speech provision in our Bill of
Rights.
But antiwar protesters are
straining the Interpretation of dissent dally as they move from
peaceful protest to militant disobedience and threatened sabotage.
The dissenters have set up a
clamor, a Babylonian effort to convince the 'silent center' - If not
the world outside - that their view
not only should be heard, but
must be heeded and followed. That
clamor, to date, has demonstrated
only that their view is a minority
view, that It hinders American
efforts to settle the war by encouraging the enemy, and that it holds
no hope for real lasting peace.
*

a

*

£

So it Is disturbing to see this
effort, now showing signs of desperate fanaticism, turning more
and more from peaceful dissent
to the dangerous tactic of violence.
Speakers last week - ranging from
Secretary of State Rusk at Indiana
University to Representative John
Murphy of Richmond at Columbia
University - were subjected to a
spate of discourtesies by their
audiences as highly vocal objectors
shouted and hissed and booed
those administration supporters.
Thus, the hearing they demand
for themselves, they seek to deny
to others.
The American system provides
that a minority may make Its views
known and may not be silenced
by the majority. By the same
token, a minority is not licensed
to silence the majority - yes this
is what the vocal and sometimes
violent antiwar protesters are now
attempting to do.
Ln this effort, there are seeds of
dangerous freedom. The seeds of
Intolerance, of violence, of militant disobedience, of subversion
are the seeds of destruction for
freedom and democracy.

m

Dissent, then, is a right - which
carries grave responsibilities. It
must be protected and nurtured
but not fed so as to choke off all
other rights ln the garden of freedom.
Dissent? Yes. Disobedience
and violence? No.
Jeff Wltjas
1053 Varsity East

ln fact, convinced more students
of Its original purpose?
FBI director, J. Edgar Hoover
ln the "FBI Law Enforcement
Bulletin" of Oct. 8, published and
released ln WashingtonD.C. states
"Students For A Democratic
Society, a militant youth group
which receives support from the

Communist Party and which ln
turn supports Communist objectives and tactics."
SDS anyone? Come on you majority, you future leaders of free
America, Join the minority.
Brian Steffens
Richard Sherman
Room 302 Hodge rs

'Exact Steps' For Grievances
I was delighted to read the letter about regulations ln the residence halls from Sue, Jane,Debby,
Judy, Nancy, Valerie, and Glnny
of West. I was also pleased to
discover they wanted to do something about these conditions as
well as state their grievances.
In talking with them Thursday
evening, I found that ln addition
to the bewilderment they found
when trying to confront the bureaucracy to change things, they also
had very little knowledge of the
exact steps they may take to exercise the rights they already have,
such as changing dress regulations
ln the dining halls.
It was a great experience to
air grievances and exchange Ideas

with these women. I am eager
to talk with anyone, either on a
personal basis, as the women from
West and I did, or with larger
groups, such as hall or corridor
meetings.
I too am a student faced with
the bureaucracy of a large and
growing university.
I too am
dissatisfied with many of the present living conditions for women on
this campus. As one women student ln a residence hall, any one
of us can accomplish little; as
President of AWS, I need your
support. Together, we can change
our hopes to constructive action.
My extension is 2485 or 2519.
Annie McCullough
President. AWS

The Principle Of The Thing
A matter of principle is a sticky
thing to define. Some people use it
as a means to an end. Others are
sincerely Interested ln "the principle of the thing." Many of the
current Issues on this campus
have been brought up by people
who feel honestly that freedom Is
one of the most Important of America's possessions. Unfortunately,
others feel that these Individuals
are merely out for their own gain.
Many of those who have Joined
the bandwagon are out tor their
own gain. They cry "suppression," "student rights," "paid
student spies," "lnlocoparentls."
But look at this situation from the
viewpoint of those who are Interested ln the Individual.
Many people are on their own
at age eighteen. They must set
their own hours, must decide for
themselves whether or not to drink;
they must make their own decisions
because no one else Is going to
do It for them. Are college students to be considered less qualified to make their own decisions
then other people their own age

who are working instead of studying?
People say, "I hope to be a more
mature person when I leave college." But if college atmosphere
Is no more flexible than homelife, there will be no room to
mature, to accept responsibilities.
Some say we can't Just throw
the burden of responsibility on a
Freshman, but will he be more
mature bv his Sophomore year If
he has overbearing restrictions
first year? What about Seniors?
After graduation most of them will
be on their own and responsible
only to themselves, but how can
they be mature enough to accept
It if they have had as many restrictions their senior year of
college as they did their senior
year ln High School?
Life Is made up of experiences,
and experience can be the best
teacher. Let us learn now Instead
of discovering too late that not
all life Is as sheltered as college
life.
Ellen Anderson
105 McDonald West

The News welcome* letter* to the editor. Letter! ihould bo
typewritten and signed by the author and carry hit typewritten
nome, address and phone number.
As mony letters as possible will be published within the limits
of space, good taste and laws of libel. The News reserves the
right to edit letters more than 300 words in length.

What's a down-to-earth
outfit like us
doing way out here?
For a company with a name like International Harvester we're pretty far out. Right now we're making antennae tor spacecraft, and we're developing, an intricate communications plant to be left on the moon' by the Apollo astronauts. We're
already producing gas turbines—and an ingenious jet aircraft ducting system thai makes possi i ' ikeoffs and landings in
about the Space between the chicken coop and the farmhouse We're also leaders in motor trucks, farm equipment, construction equipment -three vital fields for tomorrow. Now our broad exploration of power is leading us in many other exciting
directions. All of them spell more opportunity for you. Get more details at your College Placement Office. How about soon?

H International Harvester puts power in your hands
AN fQU'-l OPPORTUNITY EVPIOTM
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Dorm Conference
Calls For Change
"The residence halls could be
run like a hotel, but It would not
fit the campus situation," said
Wallace W. Taylor, dean of men,
at the Men's Residence Hall Leadership Conference Monday afternoon In the University Union.
The meeting was divided Into
three areas Including the general
session, In which the purpose of
the meeting was stated, discussion
groups, where the residence halls
committees discussed problemsof
administration; an the committee
administration, and the Individual
committee reports.
Facilities In the residence Halls
should be used as workshops for
talents, Ideas, and programs,
added Dean Taylor, during the
meeting's session.
Dean Taylor cited four dangers
whlcti confront the administrative
Councils.
They included over
reliance on parliamentary procedures and restrictive by-laws and
constitutions; the tendency for
committees to be slow and sometimes to become stalling devices,
the lack of staff members as directors and the presence of staff
members with advisory jobs.
"a hall director should be a
pusher and a prodder to get things
done," said Harold R. Wasslnk,
assistant dean of men.
"The
major decisions should be made
by the students," he added.
Wasslnk also commented that
the Judiciary Committee found that
each residence hall should have
uniformity In procedural matters,
a clear Jurisdiction of the board,
and the assignment of the types
of cases they will be reviewing.
Stephen Markwood, of the Educational and Cultural Committee,
said that larger number of Stu-

dents should be coming to the
residence hall events. He added
that a variety of programs must
be planned, In order to attract
such attendance.
Long-range plans for such programs Include service projects,
and group discussions on contraverslal topics.
"Facilities for a place to hold
programs are scarce right now,"
said Al Solomon, resident hall director of Bromfleld Hall.
He added that the Men's Gymnasium Is too crowded for these
activities, and the Women's Gymnasium and Memorial Hall are always locked up at night.
The Communication Committee,
headed by Ken Vlllard, director of
Conklln Hall, reported on the publicity which the Communications
Committee now has; and also the
methods by which residence halls
are informed.
Four outstanding residence hall
newspapers that were cited. They
are the A Scene and the AfraslaEurlcana In Anderson Hall, the
Conkllnite, and the Sub Log of
Rodger's Quadrangle.
The committee is working on the
Idea of having an annual Instead
of a newspaper, since the residents of different men's halls don't
read the publications which newspaper writers work to publish.
Members of the Communications
Committee felt that a scrapbook
of events In the residence halls
is not effective even though a
number of halls have undertaken
such products. "Who cares If
it has been bound In walnut covers
if no one reads it," a member
of the committee added.
It was suggested that an annual
would be much more effective.

No Plans After Finals?
New York City, with its towering buildings, Its multitudes of
people, and Its highly rated entertainment will be the destination

Board To Advise
School Of Music
The formation of an advisory
board to the University School of
Music has been announced by Dr.
James Paul Kennedy, director of
the School of Music.
"The new board will advise the
School of Music In Its growth
throughout the nation and its service to the campus and geographic area," Dr. Kennedy, said.
Board members Include Beverly
Barksdale,
manager
of the
Cleveland
Orchestra; Howard
Brown, vice president of the Brown
Industries Corporation; Frank
Borest, president of the William
Sullivan Foundation and New York
Opera Society; Karl Haas, WJR
Radio Station fine arts director
and newly - elected president of
Interlochen Arts Academy; and
Michael Pappas, general superintendent of the Standard Oil Company Refinery In Toledo.

BGU Today Hosts
MOIAA Conclave
The University's department of
Industrial arts will be host to
more than 200 teachers and supervisors today at the Midwest Ohio
Industrial Arts Association's third
annual drive-in conference at the
University.
Dr. William T. Sargent, chairman of the department of Industrial education and technology at
Ball State University, Muncle,Ind.,
will be the featured speaker for
the conference.
Dr. Sargent's
address, "Expanding Roles of Industrial Education and Technology," will be given during the
evening dinner meeting In Portage.
Throughout the day commercial
exhibits will be displayed In the
Industrial Arts Bldg.

of this year's semester break trip
sponsored by the Union Activities
Organization.
Leaving Bowling Green by
special bus Jan. 31,1968, the group
would then head for Toledo and a
chartered bus for their trip to New
York.
Upon arriving in New York
Thursday morning,
the group
would be given time to rest before starting a full day of sightseeing.
The United Nations is the first
plaie of Interest to be visited .
The travelers would then take In
the new David Merrlck musical
"How Now, Dow Jones."
Other days will be spent In excursions through the major points
of interest in the city with time
given to thlse who find the shops
of the city lrrestible.
The nights are well filled with
activity as the shows "You're a
Good Man Charlie Brown." and
"Happy Time," starring David
Wayne and Robert Goulet are
scheduled to be seen. The movie
"Camclot" showing In a roadside
engagement Is also found on the
agenda.
The travelers would board a bus
In New York on February 6 arriving In Toledo at around 1 p.m.
the same day.
Cost for the trip, accommodations, shows and sightseeing Is
$105, $20 of wnlch is payable
upon registration.
Registration Is now going on the
Activities office and will continue
through the 11th of January. The
tour Is limited to 36 people.

More About
(Continued from Page 1,
A few sheepishlooksandabowed
head was the response of this
University student caught In an obvious violation of city and campus
regulations.
"I Just took his name and address and told him to show me
that bike, properly equipped, within 72 hours or I'd be back for
him," Swope later said. "He'll
show. He was good and scared."
The officer confessed giving
traffic tickets didn't really appeal
to them."
"We could get real tough, If
we wanted to," Cpl. Webb stated.
"We could make out the tickets
for municipal court which would
mean the student couldn't argue
his case in Student Traffic Court
on campus.
In the city, your
licenses are marked, and there's
a fine too," Mr. Webb said convincingly.
"It's not: that we want to be
seen as tough guys," the veteran
officers mentioned. "There are
other things for us to do besides
give tickets," they added.
Though the primary duty of a
campus police motorized unit is to
patrol the area, checking parking
lots, buildings, emergency runs
and the like, traffic offenders seem
to spring up naturally, they said,
and these people have to be set
straight.
Another nightly stop In this
patrol for the two men was the
University golf clubhouse. An electronic alarm system is checked
to make sure the grounds are
secured.
At 11 p.m., one of the two
riding officers usually becomes a
foot patrolman whose Job is to
make sure campus doors are
locked and sometimes to collect
parking meter money.
For this duty, Cpl. Swope was
Joined by the newest member to
security police here, Officer David
J. Thompson, of Toledo.
Mr. Thompson, a 22 year police
veteran, former detective and
store security director, finds his
present Job with the University
much to his liking.
"My working at BG gives me
a real chance to Increase my education In police work," Mr.
-.,«— r'

f thanksgiving
Cards
for OhiirsJai), Ni'ivmtvr 2;<

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

Police

Thompson said. "The University
will pay my way to a top-ranking
academy In the spring, too."
"The students I've met so far
are exceptionally friendly, and the
working condltons are nothing
compared to what I had to fight
as a Toledo city policeman," be
noted.

"It's a shame what's been going
on at this Library since it opened,"
Cpl. Swope said. "We get complaints all the time of one type
of destruction or another. So,
we Just walk through the place
to let everyone know we're on the
Job," Swope continued. "But,
there never is a time when the
department Is really off the Job.

The shift ended with a stroll
through the University Library
and thus on a rather sour note.

TOMORROW: "A 'Routine' investigation."

■f On Campus

with
MaxShulman

(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Hoys!",
"Dobic UiUis," etc.)

FOOTBALL FOR SHUT-INS
At next Saturday's football game while you are sitting
in your choice student's seat behind the end zone, won't
you pause and give a thought to football's greatest and,
alas, most neglected name? I refer, of course, to Champert
Sigafoos.
Champert Sigafoos (1714-1928) started life humbly on
a farm near Thud, Kansas. His mother and father, both
named Walter, were bean-gleaners, and Champert became
a bean-gleaner too. But he tired of the work and went to
Montana where he got a job with a logging firm. Here the
erstwhile bean-gleaner worked as a stump-thumper. After
a month he went to North Dakota where he tended the
furnace in a granary (wheat-heater). Then he drifted to
Texas where he tidied up oil fields (pipe-wiper}. Then to
Arizona where he strung dried fruit (fig-rigger). Then
to Kentucky where he fed horses at a breeding farm (oattoter). Then to Long Island where he dressed poultry
(duck-plucker). Then to Alaska where he drove a delivery
van for a bakery (bread-sledder). Then to Minnesota
where he cut up frozen lakes (ice-slicer). Then to Nevada
where he determined the odds in a gambling house (dicepricer). Then to Milwaukee where he pasted camera
lenses together (Zeiss-splicer).
Finally he went to Omaha where he got a job in a tannery, beating pig hides until they were soft and supple
(hog-Hogger). Here occurred the event that changed not
only Champert's life, but all of ours.
Next door to Champert's hog-floggery was a mooring
mast for dirigibles. In flew a dirigible one day, piloted by
a girl named Graffa von Zeppelin. Champert watched
Graffa descend from the dirigible, and his heart turned
over, and he knew love. Though Graffa's beauty was not
quite perfect—one of her legs was shorter than the other
(blimp-gimper)—she was nonetheless ravishing, what
with her tawny hair and her eyes of Lake Louise blue and
her marvelously articulated haunches. Champert, smitten,
ran quickly back to the hog-floggery to plan the wooing.
To begin with, naturally, he would give Graffa a present. This presented problems, for hog-flogging, as we all
know, is a signally underpaid profession. Still, thought
Champert, if he had no money, there were two things he
did have: ingenuity and pigskin.
So he selected several high grade pelts and stitched
them together and blew air into them and made for Graffa
a perfectly darling little replica of a dirigible. "She will
love this," said he confidently to himself and proceeded to
make ready to call on Graffa.
First, of course, he shaved with Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades. And wouldn't you? If you were looking
to impress a girl, if you wanted jowls as smooth as ivory,
dewlaps like damask, a chin strokable, cheeks fondlesome,
upper lip kissable, would you not use the blade that
whisks away whiskers quickly and slickly, tuglessly and
nicklessly, scratchlessly and matchlessly? Would you not,
in short, choose Personna, available both in Injector style
and double-edge style? Of course you would.

MARKETING CLUB
MEETING

Wed. 7 PM. Pink
Dogwood Suite
(Union)
"Key picture will be taken"

Greenview Apartments
Still Has A Few Vacancies
For Second Semester
(235.00 For The Complete Semester
Include*: Furniture, Drapes, and all Utilities
Based on 4 to an Apartment
Call Manager at 352-1195 or See Model
From 2 to 8 Daily.

So Champert, his face a study in epidermal elegance,
rushed next door with his little pigskin dirigible. But
Graffa, alas, had run off, alas, with a bush pilot who specialized in dropping limes to scurvy-ridden Eskimo villages (fruit-chuter).
Champert, enraged, started kicking his little pigskin
blimp all over the place. And who should walk by just
then but Jim Thorpe, Knute Rockne, Walter Camp, and
PeteRozelle!
They walked silently, heads down, four discouraged
men. For weeks they had been trying to invent football,
but they couldn't seem to find the right kind of ball. They
tried everything- hockey pucks, badminton birds, bowling
balls, quoita-but nothing worked. Now seeing Champert
kicking his pigskin spheroid, their faces lit up and as one
man they hollered "Eureka!" The rest is history.
C l«e? U-. Shulmmn
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BEAUTY CONTESTANTS RECOUNT EXPERIENCES

3 BG Girls Vied For Miss Ohio Crown
By CONNIE LEE REHC
Staff Writer
Beauty contests, with all their
glamor, colored lights, publicity,
and storybook successes, hold a
lagnetlc appeal. Vast audiences
gather, examine the contestants,
comment, and hall or criticize the
winner. But the lesser known side
of the pageants — the endless hours
of work, the challenge, the mistakes, the failures —Is known only

Janice J. Fabian
to the participants.
Three women on campus,
Prlscllla A. Ruland, Paulette J.
Breen, both Juniors In the College
of Education, and Janice J. Fabian, sophomore In the College
of Liberal Arts, have captured
beauty titles In the preliminaries
to the Miss Ohio contest.

Prlscllla entered her first competition "as kind of a whim. I
always had it In the back of my
mind to try it. It seemed a good
chance to get some extra money
for school. I guess I Just wanted
to see how I could do."
Prlscllla, a tall, slim brownette,
became a winner. She received
the title of Miss Sandusky Valley
and an opportunity to compete in
the Miss Ohio contest.
A beauty contest, said Paulette
J. Breen, the petite, bright-eyed
blonde who became Miss BGSU,
"teaches you how to lose as wll
as win. You learn that there Is
always somebody better. There Is
so much to gain from these contests even If you do not gain the
crown — experience, confidence,
and friends."
Janice, a slender brunette who
won the title of Miss Toledo,
feels that a woman enters a beauty
contest to become a more attractive person. "First of all, I think
it gives any girl a lot of poise.
Secondly, I think It broadens a
girl's experience. You are bound
to turn out a better person."
The Judges play the deciding
roles in determining who the
winner Is. "They look for someone who Is an outgoing person and
who can make other people feel
comfortable.
They can tell U
she Is sincere," says Prlscllla.
"Beauty Is from an Individual
viewpoint," says Paulette. "It Is
not necessarily a physical beauty,
but an Inner glow that makes one
girl stand out among 30."
Janice feels that "people have
the wrong Idea about the winner.
It's not what they see the final

Cycle Outlaws
'Crucify' Girl
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP)
-- The sheriff of Palm Beach
County vowed yesterday to run the
Outlaws Motorcycle Club out of
Florida after Jailing two members
'on a charge that they punished
a girl member by nailing her
hands to a tree.
Sheriff William Heldtman said
the girl, Christine Deese, 18 a
tall, freckled girl with bright naturally red hair, was under guard
by deputies "because some mem[*•:!■ of this group might want to
take revenge on her."
Held under $5,000 ball on
charges of aggravated assault were
Frank E. "Fat Frank" Link,
25, of Cypress, Calif., and Norman E. "Spider" Rlsinger, 25,
of Tampa, Fla.
v "She was being punished for an
infraction of the rules," Heidtman
said. "She held out $10 from a
gang member. She was nailed to
a tree - we might even use the
word crucifixion although she
wasn't hung off the ground - but
she was nailed to the tree by
both hands."
* Heldtman said he had been dueling with the Outlaws for weeks
since he began receiving complaints of beatings, sex and marijuana parties, and midnight gunfire around Kitty's Bar and Motel
where the Outlaws made their
headquarters In a rented trailer.
* "The neighbors up there were
terrorized," Heldtman said, "so
we had these fellows under constant servelllance. There were
about 30 men and about the same
number of female hangers-on."
Two weeks ago deputies arrested
^bout 15 Outlaws for violating
a new state law requiring motorcyclists to wear face masks. Members of the club, with club leader
Donald M. Tanner, 26, as spokesman, visited Heldtman to make a
formal complaint.
"There were some people who
jfelt we were unduly harassing this
gang," Heldman said. "We don't
feel we are and since this thing, we

know It. We're Just not going to
tolerate their type of Illegal activity in this county and the governor has made It clear to me
he's not going to tolerate it In
the state."
"We are going to keep on them
until we run them out of Florida,"
the sheriff said.

Pickets Greet
Rusk's Trip
NEW YORK (AP) - A roaring
mob of antiwar demonstrators overflowed sidewalks on Sixth Avenue last night, picketing Secretary of St ate Dean Husk's scheduled
appearance before the Foreign Policy Association.
Rusk came here from Washington to speak at a dinner meeting
at the New York Hilton Hotel, at
Sixth Avenue between 53rd and
54th streets.
Police afoot and on horseback
struggled with a crowd that began gathering in the afternoon and
swelled by dusk to more than 2,000
There were a number of arrests
amid the scuffling.
Red paint In plastic bags was
thrown at the police. Demonstrators also directed an unidentified
type of spray at police horses.
Shouting and waving antiwar placards, the demonstrators lined
both sides of Sixth Avenue between
51st and 55th street. Police barricades were moved onto the roadway of Sixth Avenue when the crowd
swelled beyond the confines of the
sidewalks.
Two bus loads of rlot-tralned
tactical patrol police were In readiness on 51st Street If needed.
They were among hundreds of officers assigned to the area.
A high police official described
security precautions In Rusk's behalf as "equal to those given the
President."

night.
Part of the contest Is
Judged beforehand on personal Interviews, attitudes, poise, how she
projects to other people, and her
appearance.
They are always
being watched, and the Judges are
looking for things other than what
the audience sees."
In any beauty contest, humorous
and sometimes embarrassing moments are bound to occur. Janice
recalls the time during a talent
competition when she was forced
to .idllb a monologue when the
taped recording of her musical
routine suddenly stopped during
her performance.
Paulette smiled as she remembered an experience In the Miss
Ohio contest Involving the restriction that a participant was not
allowed to speak to any male unless her hostess were present.
On a Friday night after the
talent competition, she was Informed that her mother and brother
were waiting for her off-stage.
Knowing that she had no brother,
Paulette ran backstage and saw her

Paulette J. Breen
pin-mate whom she hadn't seen
for two weeks. Beneath the watchful gaze of her hostess, she gently
kisses her "brother" on the cheek.
Prlscllla laughingly recalls the
time the girls were required to
walk onto the runway after the
talent competition and stand there
for a count of three and then return. Half the girls were walking back towards the stage before
she even remembered to turn around. "I guess I was Just nervous," Prlscllla explains.
Nerves do tighten when the competition Is felt. Each of the girls
has her special cure to remain
poised. Paulette uses "a nerve
pill," Janice says that the excitement of the occasion makes
her forget about being nervous,
and Prlscllla says, "I pace back
and forth. I sometimes Just sit
down and cry."
The bathing suit competlon before hundreds of watchful eyes
gives the girls some concern.
Janice says that you learn to

feel at ease "If you remember
that all the other girls are In
the same position as you are,
and that they are Judging you for
your appearance."
Prlscllla feels "it's no different than when you are onabeach."
"I feel terrible," says Paulette.
"At least In a gown they can't
see your knees shake."
Reactions to the announcement
of their names as the winners
of a contest vary with each girl.
"I usually have a delayed emotion," says Paulette. "Of course
you're excited. I cry a lot. You
know you want something awfully
bad and you can't believe it was
given to you."
Prlscllla admits "I was shocked
and very happy. I could make
all my friends and everyone behind me proud. It was wonderful."
Janice adds, "No one can explain it. It Is In the heart of
the beholder, a wonderful feeling
you have to feel yourself."
After winning a title, the women
all agree that their lives are
changed. Socially, Prlscllla feels
that "your friends don't look at
you differently, but with the people who do not know you, you're
constantly on a provlng-yourself
basis. They often see only your
bad points."
"It's sure to affect your life
later," says Janice. "Any girl
who realizes she Is being watched
will constantly be at her best."
"After you get a title," explains
Prlscllla, "you have to be conscious of what you look like,
where you go. One bad move
could look bad for your sponsor.
In a way you have to lose a little
bit of freedom.
You can't do
whatever you want to do when you
want to do it."
Priscllla's greatest change In
personal relationships had to do
with her younger playground
charges she supervised during the
summer.
"I got the biggest kick out of
the little kids. The day after I
won I had the biggest attendance.
Kids corns from other playgrounds
to see the town celebrity."
She added she hardly looked
beautiful. In her "shorts and
shirts."
The behind-the-scenes activity
of a beauty contest does reflect
the time, work, hopes, disappointments, and triumphs of Prlscllla,
Paulette, and Janice.
"I think it was the most valuable experience I have had," Prlscllla says. "I learned about people In general. It helps you to see
your shortcoming and gives you a
chance to Improve. It gave me a
lot more respect for the losers,
because they really aren't losers — nobody Is."
Paulette feels that the one single
thing she learned from contest
participation was that she "had
to be only myself. Win or lose
you still gain something. That
something Is what you have to
find out as a person."

Pri sci Via A. Ruland

New
MG
Midget
Roadster

$2,095.00
40 MPG, New fold down top. New 1275
Engine. Sales, Parts and Service for MGB,
Migdet, Sprite, Austin Healey and MG Sports Sedan.

KIBSGARD
Sports Car Center, Inc.
% Mile West Of 1-75 On
St. Rt. #224 Findlay, Ohio

Whether iff be a Louis
XIV seat, one's seat on
a spirited steed, or the
seat of one's pants, we
insist upon a pure, classic line. Such is to be
hod in our slack array
of flannels, hop sock ings
and woollen twills.

ITHE
ITRADITIONALl
DEN
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Royal Green Aids BGSU

Classifieds
FOR SALE AND RENT
..
Two"gVri"roomapt. this semester
2nd 8 wks Cooklne near campus. 135 Ridge St. 354-6895.
...
_
New apts. ready for rent Dec. 15.
2 bedrooms furnished or unfurnlshed. Located 2 blocks from campus. Alr-cond. wall to wall carpet, drapes, refrldg., stove, call
Al Newlove 353-7381.
.... .
Part - time cab drives wanted.
Must be over 21 and have Ohio
chauffeurs license. Prefer marrled students.
Ph. Davis Cab
353-0481 for appointment.

2 RWes
available to Florida
Christmas break. Call 352-5056
4 00 D m
**** =
- """
""" •"""—"■•"—*~*
1 rider wanted to Northeastern
Pennsylvania—one way. Bill-3300
""
"""".
"""—"'""
Rlde wanted from Metr0
Airport
4
on Nov 26
De'™" w° BOS"
«J*J
*»•
'"jshare expenses. Call
Ben ext 2204 Rm 146
"""L~"T 7' '."
KEY DEADLINE: Contracts for
f" "SP^'StSS^f
SUSHJSi
the 1968
*"•* MV,lT f returned
N v
g **** » - "r.m*Z °3£Z
^^ *£** SJ& «"^
SSciS SS^nSSl

1W0" M'e'r^dVs'^nrw-o" $4"25

"™"I "»""* ^"^ "" *

RVco7oi"oidlVsVoVo*tast"o^i"se"nd"
25? for catalog.
Mailorders
fUled. Record Center 1895 West
25th St. Cleveland Ohio 44113.
*• CH 10107—
*".T"
Fonder Stratocaster Guitar $115.00
and Eplphone Amp $120.00 Good
condition. Call Bill 318 Conklln.
...
.
.
.....
Student rooms for men-3 blocks
from campus - recreation room' DrlVS?onen,55aSC!70?tChen '
pnone J5J-I7U5.
............ ..
.—...—...
Brand new apt. 1/2 block to campus near Harshman. Now taking
appUcatlons for mature student
groups Furnished or unfurnished

RWe needed to Cleveland after
4
P.,"1' Thursday Nov. 16 and to
SU
^
<T™ C1??™ °" *""^
Nov
- a«- Earl 341 Krelscher C
"I"...1:!!."6..'!!!!!!!6."-"0..1!:
wmteti.9
male crad students to
*anted 2 ■"■ grad" student* l°
*™ !*•** ""J contact Kurt
_„"_:____" _.;™'_
rATrH „,, Nnw RFFDRF WF
CATCH V/NOW BEFORE WE
°°™° "f Alirvoes of enter'«. ™ OW^SISSN
353-3274

Rpntal Offlre Ph 1S2 SRII
Kentaj umce yn. Md-tmii

Seranade.

Your New Pin Mates.

concerning tne war in Vietnam,
tney decided there Is a need for

Single 4 double. Ph. 353-8241
after 5:00.
.
,.
For Sale: Stenorette tanscrlblng
dictating
In excellent
^^HitTrTo machine.
IKI asps ,«=,. K
condition. 353-9685 after 5
.....
. .
.
..
For Sale-complete SUngerland 4
0
oSfcJlT53
-32,VallZlldlenCymbals
call W9-3T14

JJngMiv.-taf. Call BUI Rm 249

Jj"™dt^rovTfrl
the vast majority of the audience,
th
US convincing the two freshmen
"»at his feeling expressed by the
audienre
should De
he orgaiuzea
organized to
to
auaience snouia
present the "other side" to the
campus.
aea e
^ . *• two students are
forming'a
chapter of
Americans local
for Freedom
In Young
aifU-

Call between 12-4 354-2222.

.

....-

.

r 0r r
So
im 353-578o
3?3 5785ny ^
cheap- JJim-

"""""

..
................
. .
For Sale: 1959 10 by 50 New Moon
Trailer with bullt-on extension.
Furnished, call 352-7645.
For Sale: Men's golf clubs. 9
Irons, 3 woods, bag, and cart.
Also a General Electric Trim Line
Solld State Stereo HI-FI. Ph. 3524313
Wabash 5-strlng banjo with hard
case. Excellent condition. CaU
353-0962
110 rooms, air-conditioned, TV,
$135/mo. per room, 2 students
per room. 2 beds, shower-bath,
24 hr. switchboard and coffee shop
Ample parking. Dining room with
daUy specials. Ph. Stony Ridge
837-5116 or Toledo 244-2701.
Crystal Inn Motel. Toledo-Detroit
Expressway and Interstate 75.
...... ...
.
LOST AND FOUND
...—
...
.
....
Lost-gold man's HamUton wristwatch left in Men's washroom
Graduate Center (old library) 12:15
p.m. Tuesday, November 7. CaU
Charles Rich, Honors Office, 3089
....
...
........
Lost Lady Elgin gold watch. Contact Jean ext. 3024-Rm. 101 Reward.
•
—BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
—Doyouneedaphoto???Creatlve Photography and Custom Framing.
Call 353-5885 Gary L. Hager Studlo
.—.....
............—....
Wanted: 2nd semester apartment
near campus. Must have cooking
faculties. CaU room 25-North,
ext. 2717
I need old reliable car to run
weU for two months, must be
cheap, please call MarcUlo Marcla, ext. 3301, mornings before
11:00
Annual PI Eta Chi Fall Happening
Friday Nov. 17, 8:30 p.m. Open
to all unattached upperclass coeds.
For reservations and escort arrangements ph. 352-5756

,..'.° ........

...

"""'""
*i tta Htatolii" Birb
ha
^
f 'or ,he Wghr,de Barb>
Jane BarD
L-TL~" " -«*
".^"L 1-

Wanted- Two men »n share four
JSt^JZJTStlSimS.
man
p
™Jf, or „
ester.■ ~*™"|
Contact BUI
Dave^^T.
834
JJ-JJ gt Qr 352_4082
^^ !_...„_ . .... „ . __
wIth'Drlde
itefvictory
KK**V
#
1 wuve vou and vou wuve me'

ImSJTuk
»
r^n't be depressed Susie Happy
19th birthday-Lynn
Two KD "Little" Linda's think
their "Big" Linda's are the best
-—
Is counseling those fourth floor
Harshman A boys glvlngyou' gray
hair?"
Need someone to ease
your troubled mind? Call Jo,
ext. 3183

O

1***1%

l05ll

f^-i
*| 1* kAV
W ■ II wl

ArilflHIVA

1/1901111X6
**

CSJ^J
XlHft
JIUC

Two freshmen are forming an
Interest group to give the campus
..as they put lt-the "other side."
4a"" the other side? Accordlng to Brian Steffens and Dick
Sherman the Young Americans for
^^ ^ a,
Freedom
to present an organized and logical
•**«"«
about the ophite side
of
^^ especially concerning the
Vietnam war and the spread and
Purpose of communism,
AV a result of a discussion
held by SOphomore Charles Tabasko, and presented by the Cul-

latlon with the national organlzatton
feel that
- YAF
" *»>
opposition
to such
groups as Stu_^
_
f| ^ L -^ A_ __
L/CfOCJlCf 5
The University varsity debate
team returned from the University
of Michigan debates, held last
Saturday, with a 5-1 record,placlng second In the tournament.
Members taking part In the debates were: Michael R. Munholland and Brian Steffens, on the afflrmatlve side, and Gene George

Ride wanted to New England or
Northeast N.Y. area for Th. Vac.
Contact John, H-A R 216 ext. 2266
f±
B «*
win share expense.
V/SCGr Kefferer
—
H-C450 WeU girls what do you
Named AsSl'sfnnt
think? ShaU we call collect or
■«-■— r^mwiwwwm
change our majors 448
p^ »_
—
°*" li9%J9VT9T
Needed-riders to Chicago area
Oscar J. Retterer Jr., has Joined
Leaving Monday Nov. 20. CaU the BowUng Green University staff
Tom 354-1491
as assistant to the treasurer, Paul
....................—......... E. Moyer.
Need ride to Pittsburgh or vicinity
Mr. Retterer succeds Gene A.
for Thanksgiving. WU1 share ex- Hessey, who was recently appolntpenses CaU Ellen 410 Harmen. ed business manager of Less
...
. McRae Junior College In Banner
p. Fats: HOPE for Xmas! Your £lk. N.C.
nice friend.
A native of Marlon, Mr. Rutterer
_
has been a financial analyst for the
Oatmeal: Congratulations on Squ- John- Mansvllle Corp. since 1966
lrrel's rabbit. It pulled you out and Bowling Green city treasurer
becuase you didn't.
for the past 12 years.
His experience in finance and acBig Art: Have you taken It to counting also Includes serving
the laundry yet? Squirrel's Rabbit, as assistant treaurer of the Amer—
lean Lincoln Corp. from 1958-66.
AHEINEKEN Is good foryouDr.D.
Mr. Retterer and his wife, VlrD.D.U. R.H.
glnla, live at 814 N. Grove St.,
BowUng Green. They have three
Ride needed to Kent Friday noon children, Sheryl, a Bowling Green
or after. Judl 434 Harshman C University sophomore, Deborah
3113
and Oscar.

SIG EP PLEDGES
SAY CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE NUMBER
ONE B-TEAM!

petition. The drill team has wc
two trophies in Its two perforn
ances and marched in Memorl;
Day and Veterans' Day paradej
Last Sunday after having h
one hours teas for 65 prospectlvl
candidates, 23 women were ac
cepted Into the Royal Green.
Organized three years ago wltl
12 original members, the member!
ships has risen to 45 Including th]
new members Just received.
Each women's dormitory
asked by the Royal Green to sen
four candidates while the sorj
orltles were asked to send on
candidate.
The candidates were escorted tij
the teas on Sunday by Junior
senior cadets. A short progrs
was then Initiated to Inform tt
candidates of the organization, it:
functions and activities.
Following the programs, Juhloil
and senior cadets Jointly selectee
those candidates which they fel
would exemplify the quaUttes
which would be needed to carr
on the functions and activities
of the Royal Green. The top
percent of thlse originally selectee
were then scheduled for Interviews
with Royal Green members.
From these candidates the 23]
new members were selected.]
These new members wUl serve
the rest of the semester
"greenles" after which they wl
receive the rank of second lieutenant.
Election of officers In the Roys
Green takes place every spring
semester. Following the election
the new officers work with the old'
for the duration of the semester!
and take their positions at the beg?
Inning of the fall semester.
The officers for the 1967-681
academic year are, Dayle J. Lum, j
commander; Barbara L. Kaseman,
executive officer; Sue EUen Friz- j
zeU, recording and corresponding ;
secretary; Anita M. GentUe, finance secretary; Antonla M. Bent-1
feld, operations secretary; Dianl?1
Lee Robinson, Activities secretary; M. Candlce Hudson, publications secretary; and Laurel J.
Plppert, drUl team commander.
The only office which Is not
elected by the members of Royal
Green Is that of drill team commander, which Is a position apr
pointed by the AROTC advisers
and the cadet drUl Instructor.

"This service should prove to be
very beneficial to those students
who are confined to the Health
Center," said Dr. Harvey L. Burnette, director of the Health Center.
"The Royal Green was originally established to serve as
hostesses for AROTC functions but
Is now branching out to Include
such activities as assisting In
ROTC recruiting programs at area
high schools and marching with the
ROTC drill corps each week during Common Hour," Colonel William V.N. Grace; professor of
Military Science said.
Another activity Is drill com-

The Army Officer Training
Corps AROTC coed auxiliary Is
becoming a new University aid
through services It renders to the
University as well as to AROTC
functions.
A new service which the Royal
Green has begun this year for the
University will Involve the Health
center. Twice a week two coeds
are present In the Health Center
to aid patients,
"These coeds will provide the
link between the confined patients
and campus faculties such as the
llbrary
' bo<>kstore ««« residence
haUs," Dayle J. Lum, commander
■■"•

/*«
Ill'.fUllt
Ul UUII

dents for a Democratic Society has
been negligent and lnslgnlglcant
on the campus with the exception
of a few veterans. Steffens said
"we are not out to end or do
battle with SDS but to present
the opposite side of SDS.
"Students For a Democratic Society have held a monopoly on
and exploited these issues too long.
The other side must be heard,"
he said.
The YAF chapter wUl deal with
Issues which are prevalent, pertlnent, and In which the student body
expresses an interest. Steffens and
Sherman said they feel that the
biggest Issues which will exolve
Include the war In Viet Nam, which
they support as part of the fight
to stop Communism.
They maintain that the organization wUl not restrict Itself to
campus Issues but will endeavor
to help students In leadership,
respectability, and education.
They feel that the student body is
their main concern. "We don't
want to be criticized as negligent
toward the student as othergroups
have been—we want to fUl that
gap," they said.

Place 2nd
and Thomas J. Downs, on the
negative side. AU are freshmen.
The team
defeated Adrian
College, Calvin CoUege, Purdue
University, the University of Detroit and Central Michigan University. They were defeated by
Western Michigan University.
A novice team composed of wuUam D. Nelsch, freshman, and
CUfford Dennis, sophomore, and
BUI Williams and John AUton,
Juniors, placed fourth out of 31
teams. They had a 4-2 record.
The novice team defeated Lansing Community CoUege, Western
Michigan University, Adrian College, and Ferris State College.
They were defeated In the affirmatlve and negative contests by the
University of Michigan.
In competition at BowUng Green,
Nancy J. wyche, a sophomore,won
the women's oral Interpretation
division at the Northern Ohio Individual Events Tournament,also
held Saturday.

NOW THRU
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CLA-ZEL

You'll Laugh! You'll Cry!
But you'll be glad you saw these
All-time favorite movies!

W.C. FIELDS
At His Best In

"BANK DICK" &
"NEVER GIVE A SUCKER
AN EVEN BREAK"
Week nit., - "Bank" - 7:30, 10:20.
Sat. - "Dick" • 2:30, 5:30, 8:40.

"Sucker" - 8:50

"Sucker" - 3:50, 7:00, 10:05
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- Newsline -

Question! may be phoned in to the Newt office or moy be submitted by mail. News office is located in 104 University Hall
and can be reached on either extension 3344 or 3383. Student
name and address must be included with all questions, but onlv
initials will be used.

How many students on campus are Armed Forces veterans?
(T.D.)
Could Newsline tell me the number of veterans enrolled
at the University? (F.P.)
Word from the Registrar's Office Is that there are 206 undergraduate veterans and 61 graduate veterans on campus. An
additional 40 students are recelveing GI bill benefits because
their fathers are disabled veterans.
What am I going to do over Thanksgiving vacation? 1 am
staying in Bowling Green and have no place to live. I have
a list of names and addresses of places to rent . . . but,
Help.
(N.D.)
A call to Robert Rudd, director of residence services, confirms your plea, N.D. All dormitory units are closed and the
Housing Office has prepared a list of off-campus rooms for students to live In over Thanksgiving break. These rooms rent
for something like $1 a day.
Looks like you are going to have to settle for a turkey TV
dinner or take up the offer of one of our News staffers. He wants
to take you home with him.
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Skelton Addresses SFT
Frederick F. Skelton, a state
representative for the American
Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO
will speak on the topic, "Are
Unions Professional For Teachers?" before the University Student Federation of Teachers(SFT)
today at 7:30 p.m. In 105 Hanna
Hall.
Mr. Skelton graduated from the
University as a speech major in the
College of Education In 1963, and
has taught In the Oregon school
system.
The SFT, which currently has
26 members, Is the first student
teacher affiliate of AFT In Ohio,
although Write State and Ohio University are in the process of forming locals. Officers of the University local are: president,Nancy
Lukey; vice-president, Roger Burnish; treasurer, Jean Cole; secretary, Barb Goertz.

Dr. Trevor J. Phillips, assistant
professor of education, helped to
organize the Student Federation of
Teachers on Bowling Green's campus. Mr. Sam D. Andrews, Instructor in education, moderates
SFT.
"People think because of SFT's
affiliation with labor, It is a nonprofessional organization.
Our
members do not feel this way.
"We are recognized by the Unlversity and nationally, but wa are
Just getting organized.
we are
only three weeks old. and do not.
as yet, have a constitution," said
Miss Lukey.
in the development of me organization, Miss Lukey was uncertain about the possibility of organizing an SFT at Bowling Green.
"My tear has been much eliminated," she said. "I now understand the term.-, used In the organization. It's the people who

aren't certain about the purposes
and goals of the Student Federation of Teachers who object to
It."
According to Miss Lukey, AFT
Is considered more liberal than the
National Education Association
(NEA) because its membership
consists of classroom teachers
only, whereas the National Education Association Includes
teachers and administrators.
"The principals, for Instance, are
present at NEA meetings," Miss
Lukey said, "and classroom teachers do not feel free to speak up."
The AFT Is also affiliated with
organized labor. The services
of the AFL-CIO are available to
the American Federation of Teachers when they are needed, although
the AFL-CIO "exhibits no control
over the AFT," Miss Lukey said.

Why can't someone enforce the University regulation
supported by a State statute prohibiting smoking in all
classrooms, seminar rooms, lecture halls, laboratories,
etc., at all times? The Provost, as chief academic officer
of the University, could insist that faculty members comply; the police department could arrest someone for violating the law; and the maintenance department ought to be
tired of cleaning up the mess.
But, no one does anything! In the meantime, the faculty
has to clean tables and lecturns before each class and
nonsmoking students have to suffer through classes clouded with smoke! (R.D.)
The Police Department is In the process of solving this problem because of previous complaints, according to Spencer T.
Calcamugglo, chief of security. "It Is Impossible to check every
classroom," says Calcamugglo. Enforcement must be carried
out by the professors at the present time. Too many other areas
have to be Investigated before the problem can be solved," he
added.
"There Is to be no smoking In classrooms. Smoking Is only
permitted In authorized places, according to the faculty handbook,"
said Mrs. Martha C. Eckman, administrative assistant to the Provost. "A motion was passed In May, 1959, regarding this. There
have been complaints, but I don't know how the regulation can
be enforced," Mrs. Eckman concluded.
'Till then, R.D. maybe you can try holding your breath for
50 minutes.
Newsline correction .... After calling DU house for information on "Majority of Six," it seems Newsline got an
uninformed source—"Majority of Six" has seven members
and three of them are not members of Delta Upsilon.

Campus Calendar
University Karate Club
Meeting at 7 p.m. Thurs. In
the Men's Gym. All Interested
beginners are Invited to attend.
•» *
S.A.M.
Will sponsor a tour of the Genral Motors Steel Foundry tomor*o w. Those Interested meet behind the Union at 12:30 p.m.
American Federation of Teachers
Presentation of first program
at 7:30 p.m. today In 105 Hanna
Hall. Mr. Frederick F. Skelton
will speak on the topic, "Are
Unions Professional for Teachers?" Students may Join at the
meeting.
•• *
Pershlng Rifles
PR Rifle Team will hold practices from 2-4 p.m. Monday,Wednesday, and Thursday In the baseape nt of Hayes Hall.
•» *
Sigma Alpha Iota
will sponsor a program entitled
"American Musicals" at 8:15p.m.
today In the Recital Hall.
•* •
SDS
_Free University course onRefatlvlstic Thought will be held at
6 p.m. today In 202 Life Science
Building. Free University course
on New Left Thought and History
will be held at 4 p.m. today In
202 Life Science Building.
»* •
Any person Interested in draft
Resistance theory and action is

Invited to attend a meeting at 6:00
p.m. today In 204 Life Science
Building.
•• *
Sigma Tau Delta
Twenty-four applicants for
membership will be Initiated at the
November meeting at 6 p.m. Sunday In the White Dogwood Suite
Dr. Frank Baldanza will be guest
speaker.
• ••
Young Republicans
There will be a meeting for all
members at 7:30 p.m. today In
the Union.
• ••
Marine Corps Team
The Marine Corps Officer Selection Team will be visiting the
campus on tomorrow and Friday.
••*
Health Center
Dr. Burnette will speak on the
topic of veneral disease at 8 p.m.
today In Harshman A.
Film,
"The Innocent Party" will also be
shown. All are welcome.
• ••
Free University Existentialism
Class
will meet 8:30 p.m. today at
2B State Street Apartments.
•••
Sailing Club
Will meet at 7 p.m. today in
Room 204 Life Science Building.
Dues must be paid.
• • •
Marketing Club
Will meet at 7 p.m. today In
the Pink Dogwood Suite.
Key
pictures will be taken.
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Pollsters Still Staying With Falcons

N

inois Picked To Fall

This Week's Games
BG vs Northern ill.
Ohio U. vs Penn St.
Marshall vs East Carolina
Kent vs Xavler
Miami vs Cincinnati
Toledo vs Dayton
USC vs UCLA
Wake Forest vs Maryland
Texas A&M vs Rice
Princeton vs Vale
Oregon St. vs Oregon
Ohio State vs Iowa
Nebraska vs Missouri
Navy vs Pitt
Air force vs Arizona
Coast Guard vs U. of California
Lehlgh vs. Layfayette
Formal) vs The Citadel
Weber State vs Colorado Western

Jane Clarrldge
Sophomore
BG
Penn State
E. Carolina
Kent
Miami
Dayton
USC
Maryland
Rice
Princeton
Oregon St.
OSU
Nebraska
Navy
Army
Air Force
Univ. of Cal.
Lafayette
The Citadel
Weber State

::

Harriers Fourth

I

In MAC Meet

By GARY DAVIS
Assistant Sports Editor
Host Kent State captured the first three positions in the MAC cross
country championships Saturday, only to finish third behind Miami and
Western Michigan.
The Redskins of coach Stan Imhulse regained the title they last held
In 1965, edging the Broncos of Western Michigan 40-46. The Golden
Flashes despite the surprising 1-2-3 finish, ended up third with 60
points.
Bowling Green nosed out Ohio University for fourth place honors
119-126, while Toledo and Marshall finished with 150 and 181 points
respectively.
"We had a rather flat performance," said Falcon coach Mel Brodt.
Although finishing fourth, "the boys were not too happy with themselves," Brodt reported. "I Just couldn't put my finger on It," added
Brodt, "we thought they were mentally ready, but I guess not."
Dan Sekerak was the top Falcon finisher crossing the finish stripe
In the 19th spot In the time of 32.26. Glen Eppleston was close behind
at 32.32 capturing the 21st position. "Dan and Glen finished Just about
where we predicted them," said Mel Brodt.
The remaining Falcolcons finished, Bob Parks 25, Paul Talklngton 26,
Nate Pantllet 28, Ron Nlchoson 32, and John Snyder 36. Brodt reported
that the Injuries to Parks and Talklngton affected their performances,
especially the latter.
"Paul was seriously ailing, but he finished," saldthe Falcons' veteran
tutor. He added however, "Paul will not run In any more meets this
season."
Kent State swept to the first three places led by the tie finish for
the Individual honors between Sammy Balr and Ed Norrls at 30.00.5.
Teammate Tom Dowllng added third place to the Flashes total only
26 seconds off the pace. The next two Kent finishers were far behind
at 24 and 30 shoving the Flashes Into the third spot In the standings.
"I was surprised at their 1-2-3 finish, except that It can happen on
a team's home course," said Mel Brodt.
Miami placed six harriers In the top 15 to pick up the decision over
Western who put only five In the same number. The Redskins finished In pairs with Tom Mclenny and Dave Reld fourth and fifth. Bob
McElroy and Steve Korlnchak notched the eighth and ninth spots, while
Larry Kraut and Chris Blatchford were 14 and 15.
The finish was a far cry from the forecast made by coach Stan
Imhulse last week prior to the match. He said, "we ought to be able
to put four guys right down the middle together without anyone separating them."
The Redskins' failure to do this, coupled with the poor finish of ace
McElroy made the decision close for the Redskins.
Western Michigan was paced by Mike Hazllla In sixth and Keith
Redd at seventh. The Broncos then bunched their next three runners
consecutively starting at tenth. The damage was already done though
when the western star Hazllla finished sixth.
"HazlUa's finish was poor, and he might have made the difference,"
said Coach Mel Brodt.
"It was Just an unusual race for cross country," concluded Brodt,
"the runners were spread out and normally they're not. It was not
an ideal day and the pace they set was not tremendous."

Fitzgerald Wins MAC
Rushing Crown Again
Kent State's Don Fitzgerald with
a burst of offensive power in
his last MAC game of the season
won the MAC rushing crown for the
second straight year. Fitzgerald
picked up 180 yards In 38 carries
against Marshall to edge Ohio's
Dick Conley for the crown.
Conley picked up 133 yards
against BG last Saturday to finish with a total of 551 yards compared to Fitzgerald's 569 yards.
Al Moore of Miami was right behind with a total of 542 yards.
John Schneider of Toledo set an
MAC record for total offense with
1335 yards in six games. Schneider ran for 197 yards and passed
for another 1,138 yards, hitting on

88 of 169 MAC passing attempts.
Perry of Kent was the leading
receiver with 377 yards in 29
receptions Jones
of Bowling
Green, last year's leader had 18
receptions for 195 yards. Jones
caught the most TD passes with
three.
The leading offensive team was
Toledo with an average of 359
yards per MAC game. Kent was
second with 302 yards per game
and Miami third with 294. The
best defensive team over all was
Miami giving up 200 yards per
game Bowling Green was second
In the league In rushing defense,
giving up only 120 yards per game
on the ground.

John Vornholt
Sophomore
BG
Penn State
E. Carolina
Kent
Miami
Toledo
USC
Wake Forest
Texas A&M
Yale
Oregon St.
OSU
Nebraska
Navy
Army
Arizona
Univ. of Cal.
Lafayette
The Citadel
Colorado Western

Sue Lamb
Freshman
BG
Ohio U

E. Carolina
Xavler
Miami
Toledo
USC
Maryland
Texas A&M
Yale
Oregon St.
OSU
Nebraska
Navy
Army
Air Force
Univ. of Cal.
Lehlgh
The Citadel
Weber St.

Doug Thompson
Sophomore
BG
Penn St.
E. Carolina
Xavler
Miami
Toledo
USC
Maryland
Texas A&M
Yale
Oregon St.
OSU
Nebraska
Navy
Army
Arizona
Univ. of CaL
Lafayette
The Citadel
Col. Western

Tom Hlne
Sports Editor
BG
Penn St.
Marshall

Kent
Miami
Toledo
UCLA
Maryland
Texas A&M
Yale
Oregon St.
OSU
Nebraska
Navy
Army
Arizona
Univ. cf Cal.
Lehlgh
The Citadel
Col. Western

Falcon's 'Burley Monster
Rough On Enemy Offense
By MIKE CORE
Assistant Sports Editor
In the day of 220 pound fullbacks one wouldn't think a defensive man weighing 175 pounds
would stand a chance. However,
one of the reasons that the Falcons are stopping those 220 pound
fullbacks weighs only 175 pounds.

"Burley does a fine Job. He's
Intelligent and this helps as much
as anything at this position."
As far as his size goes Gibson said this, "Pound for pound
he hits the hardest of any man on
the squad. He might be light,
but when he hits, they know they've
been hit."
Bur ley's fine speed also make
him useful on pass coverage. He
Intercepted one pass this year agalnst Western Michigan to stop
a touchdown drive.
Also his defensive prowess helps
him to stop end sweeps when the
defensive end has been blocked out
of the play.
Chuck likes the monster position
although he had other Ideas of
football when he came to Bowling

Green, "I always had the dreaml
that I would be an offensive half-l
back someday, but It has neverl
worked out and I am glad now. il
get into more action this way than|
I would have on offense."
He played his high school foot-l
ball at Springfield South, In Spring-I
field, Ohio. He played end and let-1
tered three years while making all- [
state honors and playing in the high |
school all-star game his ser
year.
Burley hopes to coach and teachI
after graduation this June.
He I
is majoring In health and physical |
education.
There is only one thing that he I
feels he needs to Improve on for I
football. "I need more weight, I
If I had weighed more I would be',
able to do a better Job."

Chuck Burley

Chuck Burley Is Bowling Green's
monster man ondefense. The term
doesn't mean anything out of a
Frankenstein movie, but is a special term used to describe a defensive position in football.
Coach Gibson said the term probably originated from a style of
football In Arkansas. "The term
monster man means that he is an
attacker. He attacks from any
place on the field."
A monster man has to be versatile. In the game he plays a
defensive lineman, a linebacker,
and a defensive halfback. He tries
to second guess the offense and
play It from there. Sometimes,
he may blitz, other times drop back
for pass coverage.
Burley is no stranger to the position, this Is his third year as
being a "monster" for the Falcons. Gibson calls him, "as fine
a monster man as you'll find In
the conference."

Passing Record
Another first was set in Falcon pigskin history last week.
A new passing mark was set as
the Falcons went to the air
31 times to break the old mark
of 29 set last year In the
Miami game.
Also the mark for total
passes thrown In one season
may fall this upcoming weekend. The most passes that
a Bowling Green team has
thrown in a season has been
167, set last season. So far
this season the Falcons have
gone to the air 149 times,
18 short of the mark.

INTERCEPTION
Number 23 Chuck Burley, Bowling Green's monster man on defense shows his versatility a* he leaps high to intercept a
Western Michigan pass earlier this season. Burley's defensive
play has aided the Falcon's considerably this year.
<
(Photo by John Putnam)

